A catheterization technique for reproduction of a human atherosclerotic lumen within the dog coronary artery in vivo.
Reproduction of a human atherosclerotic lumen within the arterial lumen of an intact animal would facilitate angiographic and hemodynamic studies of stenoses. Accordingly, a male silicone rubber cast of a human atherosclerotic lumen was obtained from a cadaver artery, and a thin-walled replicate arterial phantom was constructed from the cast by use of a rapidly polymerizing liquid plastic. The casting properties of both materials were such that the topography of the arterial lumen was duplicated precisely in the phantom with 20 x microscopic detail preserved. The phantom was coated with a banzalkonium-heparin solution and introduced over a guidewire into an epicardial segment of a coronary lumen of the dog. Similarly, a larger phantom was placed within the dog femoral artery either directly via an arteriotomy or indirectly via a catheterization technique. Since the plastic material used to make a phantom had the same radiographic density of tissue, the angiographic appearance of an intra-arterial phantom was that of a human stenosis.